Safely Remove Poison From Your Body

Nickel Reducer

Life-changing relief if you suffer from: q Enlarged prostate q Hair loss q Skin allergies q Facial
discoloring q Unexplained symptoms q Pains q Arthritis q Neck/shoulder ache q Candida

Re-grow full, thick hair while eliminating
the poison that causes baldness, prostate
problems and many more health problems!
Nickel is a carcinogen. Its toxicity
and hazards are well documented.
Studies of industrial workers exposed
to nickel show a huge increase in
cancer. In fact, nickel is used by some
cancer centers to induce cancer in lab
animals.
Incredibly, this is the same nickel
used by dentists in dental crowns,
braces, amalgams and porcelain. And
it’s been seeping into your body for
decades.
The Real Cause of Hair Loss and
Prostate Problems
Nickel does not belong in your body!
As it accumulates, your skin oils can
be loaded with nickel causing skin
allergies and disorders, plus hair loss.
The other place nickel tends to build
up is in your prostate.
Urinary tract bacteria love, need and
“Nickel compounds have been
unequivocally
implicated
as
human respiratory carcinogens ...
And there appears a relationship
between nickel crowns and breast
cancer in women.” --Dr. Thomas
Levy, M.D.
“I’ve treated terminal cancer in
Germany for 40 years and turned
around 24% of 16,000 patients by
eliminating nickel.” -- Dr. Joseph
Isseis, GDR

ORDER RISK-FREE

thrive on nickel. So they invade your
nickel-rich prostate and massively
reproduce. This swelling of bacteria
is an underlying cause of prostate
enlargement.
Look and Feel Years Younger!
The main ingredient of Nickel
Reducer is a powerful amino acid,
Lhistidine, that binds itself to nickel
and flushes it out of your body.
Shortly after taking it, you know
something is happening. Your skin
and scalp are the first to experience
nickel elimination, and hair starts
returning in many thin areas quickly.
Carefully observe your hair, hairline
and bald spots. You may see the
difference in just days as you see
existing hair start growing faster.
Better yet, you’ll start seeing new hair
in balding areas, and your receding
hairline filling in. It gets better each
day as more and more nickel leaves
the body.
Amazing Prostate Benefits!
Over time, as nickel is depleted,
bacteria will not have their meal ticket
anymore and will stop invading your
prostate.
It will gradually shrink and heal, and
your PSA will drop. Best of all, a
healthy prostate means better sex and
fewer bathroom runs.

“I lost all symptoms of
kidney failure after removing
eliminating the nickel that was
poisoning me.” -- L.W., NJ
SO MANY GOOD THINGS
“I had brain cancer and
3 tumors and was given 3
to 6 months to live. After
eliminating nickel from my
body, I am still alive 6 years later with
no trace of tumors.” -- B.R., FL
LIFE CHANGING
“Many things happened
after just a few weeks of
taking Nickel Reducer. My
skin texture improved, hair
is growing so fast and filling in it’s
hard to believe. Even my eye-brows
that had a few hairs now have many
more and so long that I had to trim
them.” -- N.N., NJ

body and rob you of great hair, great
health and great life. Try Nickel
Reducer today,
risk-Free. Feel
the difference for
yourself.
Nickel Reducer
Item #28 $60.00

Don’t let nickel quietly poison your
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